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Executive summary
Reducing carbon emissions from homes and buildings is one of the biggest challenges 
to achieving net-zero by 2050

Working together to solve consumer challenges, is key to a successful transition

consumers want a frictionless journey irrespective of building type or mindset

Our illustrative journeys highlight a number of changes we need to make, to enable the 
green transition of our homes and buildings: 

Everybody involved in homes and buildings needs to come together to put 
the consumer at the heart of the transition to green homes and buildings.  

this journey starts now.



Achieving net-zero will require 
radical changes in our homes 
and buildings



The opportunity to improve our homes 
and buildings will benefit us all

Warmer Homes AND BUILDINGS

Benefits in the home and wallet

Smarter Homes AND BUILDINGS

Future-proofed Value and Cheaper Run-Costs

Benefits for the country and economy

National Energy Security

Increased Skills and Jobs



There is no one-size-fits-all solution

Diversity in building characteristics and 
consumer preferences requires a mix of 
heating solutions



Energy efficiency 

heat pumps 

Hydrogen boilers 

There are many potential routes to 
greener homes and buildings

Hybrid heat pump 

Biomethane

A District Heat network 



The heating choice will depend on 
building characteristics

There is no typical UK home

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



1) Pre-1919 Victorian mid-terrace 

2) 1920-1945 Converted flat

Solid walls: Single glazing:

Limited access:

Small gardens:

Water tanks: Tight interiors:

Varied insulation:

Thin radiators:

Solid walls: Single glazing:

Limited private access:

Limited exterior space:

Varied presence of water tanks: Varied interior space:

Poor insulation:

Electric radiators:



3) Mid-century detached

4) Modern semi-detached

Filled cavity walls: Double glazing:

Good access:

Garden space:

No water tank: Good-sized interiors:

Well insulated:

Thin radiators:

Cavity walls: Steel windows:

Good access:
Front, side and back 
gardens:

Loft water tank:

Modest interiors:

Some insulation: 

Thick radiators:



5) 1946-1954 terrace 

6) Office block

Solid walls: Double glazing:

Good access: Small back gardens:

Water tanks: Limited space:

Some insulation:

Varied radiators:

Solid walls:

Double glazing:

Limited access:

Limited exterior space:

Zoned water supply: Limited wide access:

Poor insulation:

Thin radiators:



Solving consumer challenges is 
key to the transition to energy 
efficient homes and buildings



There is a significant opportunity to 
educate and engage consumers

Trusted information sources are required to share accurate and simple data 

•

•

•



Changing consumer behaviours and 
mindsets is a complex challenge 

68% 66% 49% 46% 30% 29% 16% 11%

Significant societal and behavioural changes in consumer mindsets are needed for a successful 
net-zero pathway

2009-2019 2020-2035

We have started to make lifestyle changes, but much more is needed



There is momentum behind home 
improvements
Homes and buildings could be warmer and greener, however, this can be a disruptive and expensive
journey. Consumers will need a reason to believe.

However, many home owners will need 
financial support to consider making 
improvements to their home

15% 27% 16% 30%

Top three barriers 

Encouragingly, MORE THAN one in two homeowners plan to enhance their property’s 
sustainability over the next 10 years1



How consumers act is determined by 
their individual mindset, not their 
demographics

mindset factors can be directly associated WITH needs and required nudges 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Secondary factors that influence primary scales (not exhaustive)



Changing consumer mindsets has been 
done before

Case study

Using nudge theory to create behavioural change and incentivise the workforce to do the right 
thing

How did such a policy succeed? 

•

•

•

•

•



Regardless of the mindset, 
consumers want a frictionless 
journey 



Our consumer personas and their 
journeys



The Shahs, Pre-1919 Victorian Mid-
terrace home owners

Trigger: Gas boiler coming to end of life, planned refurbISHMENT, want to know more about greener heating 
system



What would have made this better



Trigger: Boiler breaks down

David, 1920-1945 Converted flat, 
private rental Landlord

What would have made this better



Mr and Mrs Maguire, Mid-Century 
Detached home owners

Trigger: Planning home renovations





What would have made this better



The Williams, modern semi-detached, 
social tenants

Trigger: Council commissions heating system change

What would have made this better



Hillsey Grocers, 1946-1954 mid-terrace 
shop and residence

Trigger: Community movement to greening the village



What would have made this better



Horizon Ltd, Office block, commercial 
property owner

Trigger: Must reduce scope 1,2 emissions in line with ESG reporting



What would have made this better



We need to make some changes to 
successfully transition

We need to increase consumer awareness

We need to offer clear and impartial personal advice

We need to make upgrades affordable

We need to make the process easy

We need to scale the supply chain

We need to build certainty and trust



Everybody involved in homes and 
buildings needs to come together, 
alongside Government



How can we make the changes we need?

Increase consumer awareness

Offer clear and personal advice

Make upgrades affordable

Make the process easy

Scale the supply chain

Build certainty and trust



We can support consumers through this 
journey. industry has a crucial role to play

Sustainable Homes 
and Buildings 
Coalition Members

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Finance

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



Energy Suppliers

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Supply Chain

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Wider Energy 
Sector

• • •



The government and other members of 
the value chain need to play their part

1. Provide clearer long-term signals : 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



2. Greater engagement with the public to 
build trust: 

•

•

•

•

1. Provide clearer long-term signals 
(cont.) : 
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



4. Strengthen the supply chain: 

•

•

3. Provide stronger fiscal incentives: 

•

•

•

•



Conclusion
Reducing carbon emissions from our homes and buildings presents a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to fundamentally reimagine our built environment

Like all things in life worth doing, the road to green will be tough

Consumers need help to navigate the transition journey, or we will not succeed

All of us involved in homes and buildings must 
work together



appendix



Who are the Sustainable Homes and 
Buildings Coalition? And what are we 
trying to achieve together?

The Sustainable homes and buildings Coalition:





The technical language

Carbon Dioxide 

Climate Change 

Decarbonisation

Fossil Fuels 

Green Gas 

Greenhouse Gases 

Natural Gas 

Net-Zero

Scientific terms:

Heating technologies:

District Heating 

Double Glazing 

Gas Boiler 

Heat Pump

Hybrid

Hydrogen Heating 

Hydrogen-ready Boiler 

Solar Panels 

Other heating-related terms:

Energy Efficiency 

EPC 

Future Homes Standard 

Insulation

(Just) Transition 

Off-Grid



Heating solutions explained

Hydrogen / H2 Boiler

heat pumps



Heating solutions explained (CONT.)

Hybrid air source heat pumps



Energy efficiency measures and heat 
distribution explained1

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8



Bringing the mindsets to life: 
consumer personas

Powered enterprise

Meet the

Shah Household 

“
Meet

David

“
Meet

Mr and Mrs Maguire

“



Bringing the mindsets to life: 
consumer personas (cont.)

Meet

The Williams

“
Meet

Hillsey Grocer’s

“
Meet

Horizon Ltd

“
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